Abstract. Object tracking is a challenging problem in computer vision community. It is very difficult to solve it efficiently due to the appearance or motion changes of the object, such as pose, occlusion, or illumination. Existing online tracking algorithms often update models with samples from observations in recent frames. And some successful tracking algorithms use more complex models to make the performance better. But most of them take a long time to detect the object. In this paper, we proposed an effective and efficient tracking algorithm with an appearance model based on features extracted from the multiscale image feature space with data-independent basis and a motion mode based on Gaussian perturbation. In addition, the features used in our approach are compressed in a small vector, making the classifier more efficient. The motion model based on random Gaussian distribution makes the performance more effective. The proposed algorithm runs in real-time and performs very well against some existing algorithms on challenging sequences.
Introduction
Object tracking is a challenging problem in computer vision community. Although many researchers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] have proposed numerous algorithms in literature, it is still very difficult to solve it efficiently due to the appearance or motion changes of the object, such as pose, occlusion, or illumination. The movement of objects is unpredictable. Sometimes it moves smoothly and its position is easy to be caught. But when it moves abruptly, catching it will be difficult. To deal with this problem, tracking methods need to be more complex. However, high complexity brings low efficiency. To achieve a real-time tracking algorithm, an effective and efficient appearance is very important. Under the premise of ensuring an acceptable error rate, to improve the efficiency has become an important issue. There are some methods that have achieved a fast object tracking and detection, such as improving character description (i.e. like integral image [11] ), and using a better classifier (i.e. the classifier should balance the performance and the efficiency).
Zhang et al. [12] proposed a compressive tracking method, in which the feature of the object was compressed to a vector. It performed well in feature extraction, making the feature easy to be compared. But it will be useless in the situation that the size of the object has changed.
Kwon et al. [13] proposed an algorithm which was based on a visual tracking decomposition scheme for the efficient design of observation and motion models as well as trackers. It was proved to be accurate and reliable when the appearance and motion are drastically changing over time.
However, in these papers, the accuracy and efficiency was not well balanced. Either high efficiency or good accuracy was acquired at the expense of the other one. In this paper, we use motion mode to catch the abrupt move [14, 15] , and the image patch is divided into several small pieces to adapt to the slight change of the object, so that the robustness of the algorithm can be assured. Of course, for the sake of efficiency, some time consuming methods will be removed, which, at some extent, might affect the accuracy. But the experimental result shows that the proposed algorithm is well balanced between accuracy and efficiency.
Gaussian Perturbation Decomposition
When tracking an object, its moving speed is unknown. So to catch the objects with different moving speeds, we decompose the motion into two kinds of motion mode, smooth and abrupt motion, and use different variances of the Gaussian distributions to represent the different motion mode. When the object moves fast, the distance of the object between two frames will be longer, so the variance of the Gaussian distribution should be large to represent the abrupt moving. On the other hand, when the object moves slow or smoothly, in the next frame, it will appear around the object in the former frame. So the variance should be small. Let's take a bomb blowing up as the example. In the previous frame, the position of the object is the bomb itself, and in the next frame it diffuses to all the direction. When it diffuses fast, in the next frame, it will be far away from the original position. On each direction, the moving distance can be fitted for a Gaussian distribution, and the distribution of the same origin in each direction should be the same. In 3D version, it looks just like a ring, but consisting with Gaussian distribution. Since the Gaussian distribution is fair enough to describe the object's moving, we can use it to predict the position of the object in the next frame. It is a priori knowledge of our algorithm, and can be expressed as:
where G represents the Gaussian distribution with the mean P t-1 and variance
σ , P t-1 (x,y) means the position of the object at time t-1, and p i means the probability of each motion mode. In this paper we use both smooth mode and abrupt mode. When the mode is smooth, p 1 (P t (x,y)|P t-1 (x,y))is explained with a small 2 i σ , while when the mode is abrupt, a larger 2 i σ will be used.
Based on the Gaussian distribution, we randomly [17, 18] select some points for tracking. These points are the position we assume the object will move to. And each point has three scale image patches, describing the change of object size. Combined with Bayesian theory, the position of the object can be known.
Tracking Using Bayesian Theory
After getting a priori knowledge for Bayesian formulation with Gaussian distribution, we can use Bayesian theory to get the similarity of each patch [21] . Since it is a priori knowledge, we should train it in different situation to get the different variances. For different tracking videos, the variances could be different. But in one video, we can assume that the variance is relatively stable. For instance, when a human is walking on the street, the speed of the human is usually constant. We use the following Bayesian formulation to combine the prior probability with the likelihood got in the next part:
where p(P t (x,y)) means the probability of the position at which the object will be, L(P t (x,y)) means the likelihood between the position at which the object will be and the object detected in the previous frame, and γ is a weight to balance the importance of the prior probability and the likelihood. Then the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimate is used to choose the best position of the object at the next frame from all the possible positions with all sizes selected by Gaussian distribution. Such a process can be expressed as,
where P t (x,y) is the position the object at next frame.
Classifying All the Motion Patches
After randomly selecting image patches based on Gaussian distribution, we classify all the patches to get the most possible position of the object.
Reducing Sample Dimensionality
At the first frame, the position of the object should be got from the user, base on which we can get all the samples in the future frames. For all the samples got from the random function, their sizes are not the same. Some are larger than the image patch got in the former frame, while some are smaller. The reason is that when selecting each position, we choose three image patches, a smaller one, a larger one and one as larger as the object patch. And the sizes of the image patches are usually different from our expectation.
For each image patch, we use a vector to represent it. So the sizes of the samples can be reduced and the same with the vector which represent the object patch. Making the samples into the same size is good for the classification [20] . For each sample, to deal with the scale problem, firstly, the patch is decomposed into small patches with same sizes. If the initial size of the patch is larger than forty pixels, then it will be decomposed to sixteen small patches, and for the image patches selected in next frames, their lengths and heights will never be reduced to be smaller than forty pixels. If the initial size of the patch is too small (i.e. either height or width is shorter than forty pixels), it will be decomposed into four small same-sized patches, and the size will never be changed to be smaller than 16 pixels. For each decomposed patch, we extract a feature to represent it. The feature is the mean value of the pixels' values disposed by integral image. All the features are combined to a vector to represent the image patch, so the size of the vector is same for all the image patches in different sizes.
Table 1. Our propoposed tracking algorithm
Input: t-th video frame 1. Sample a set of image patches base on Gaussian distribution at the t-th frame, and extract the features with dimensionality reduction. 2. Sample the positive and negative image patches at the (t-1)-th frame, and extract the features with dimensionality reduction. 3. Compute the distance between the each feature extracted in step 1 and the features extracted in step 2. Remove some position not of the object. 4. Use eq. (2) and (3) to find the best position. Output: Tracking location P t .
Classifying the Features
For each feature vector, we compare it with three kinds of features, namely, not the object, last frame object and initial frame object [19] .The feature that is not the object means that when we know the object's position at frame t and want to find the position of the object at the next frame t+1, we select four image patches around the object (i.e. each patch should be out of the image boundary). Obviously, the object is not in the four images, and we call it negative part. In the last frame with object, we select five image patches. One patch is at the position of the object, and four patches are at the positions around the object closely. Because sometimes the position we detect might be imperfect, we use the four image patches to fix the small miss, and we call them positive part. The initial object position is the position chosen by the user, which is the perfect position. So definitely, it belongs to the positive part. At this point, for each frame, we have got four negative patches and six positive patches, and each patch has one vector to represent the feature [23] .
For each patch for classification, we compute the distance between negative part and positive part. Firstly, we compute the distance between it and the four patches belonging to negative part, and take the average value of them as Na. Then we compute the distance between it and the five patches belonging to the positive part except the patch in initial frame, and take the average value of them as Pa. Finally we compute the distance between it and the patch in the initial frame, and take it as In. The distance we use is Euclidean distance. If the Na is the minimum value of the three values, then we remove the image patch. For the remain image patches, the likelihood L (P t (x,y) ) is the minimum value of the Pa and In. Using the eq. (2) and (3), the best position can be found. Main steps for our proposed tracking algorithm are summarized in Table 1 .
Experiments
We evaluated our tracking algorithm on six challenging sequences which are common for tracking experiments. The four trackers we compare with are the MILTrack algorithm [7] , the online AdaBoost method (OAB) [3] , the Semi-supervised tracker (SemiB) [6] and the fragment tracker (Frag) [16] . Since all the trackers except for Frag involve randomness,we run them 5 times and report the average result for each video clip. Our trackers is implemented in MATLAB, whic runs at 25frames per second (FPS) on a Pentium Dual 2.2GHz CPU with 2 GB RAM.
Experimental Setup
When tracking at frame t, we generate 4 negative image patches at frame t-1 around the object's position. For motion mode, we set different values for α and β, where α is the number of the positions randomly selected in smooth mode, and β is the number of the positions randomly selected in abrupt mode. For each position, we generate 3 image patches in different scales. For the variance of the Gaussian distribution, first we setup two different values for the smooth mode and abrupt mode, and the variance of the smooth mode is smaller. When the tracker is working, if the position of the object detected is in the smooth part, the two variances will be set smaller in the next frame, while they will be set larger when the object is detected in abrupt part. Both the variances will vary in a specific range. And the change of the variance also has impact on the values α and β. Obviously, α will become larger when the object detected in smooth mode. All the parameters vary smoothly, like the method in [22] .
Experimental Results
All the video frames are in gray scale and we evaluated the proposed algorithm with other four trackers using success rate. We computed the success rate with the follow equation:
where the ROI T is the tracking bounding box and the ROI G is the ground truth bounding box. If the score is larger than 0.5, the tracking result is considered as a success. Table 2 shows the quantitative results average 5 times using success rate. The tracking algorithm we proposed achieves the best or second best results in all the sequences in terms of success rate. Furthermore, our tracker runs fastest among all the trackers. Besides, it needs to be noted that all the other trackers involved in our comparison were implemented in C or C++. None of the other algorithms are faster than 11 frames per second (FPS) and ours is 25frames per second (FPS). Figure 1 shows the screenshots of our tracking results. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an effective tracking algorithm, which can address the position of the object efficiently and accurately. Specifically, we use the motion mode to catch the abrupt move, and the image patch is divided into several small pieces to adapt to the slight change of the object. The experiments conducted on the benchmark testing video sequences demonstrated that the proposed algorithm could achieve a good balance between accuracy and efficiency. In the future, we will use C++ code to re-implement the algorithm to make it more efficient.
